In the wake of the recent Great recession of 2008-9, prudential supervision and "too-big-to-fail" have become the focal topics of discussion and policy. Western countries have added prudential supervision to complement the traditional regulatory approach to prevent reoccurrence of financial crisis. Additionally, large financial institutions are subjected to repeated "stress tests" to diagnose the vulnerability of the financial system. Kautilya had argued a long time ago that moral failure was the primary source of the systemic risk. Keeping that in view, relevance of his three insights is presented. Firstly, regulations, prudential supervision and ethical grounding are needed for preventing future financial crisis. That is, current approach of relying only on regulations and supervision, most probably would not prevent future financial crisis. Secondly, if moral hazard resulting from moral failure is the primary source of systemic risk, undue focus on "too-big-to-fail" financial institutions is unwarranted. Thirdly, Financial Stability Oversight Council's two objectives, promoting market discipline and prevention of another financial crisis, do not seem to be compatible with each other.
Introduction
The severity of financial crisis of 2008 and its spread throughout the world at an alarming speed shocked everyone. The precipitous fall in equity and real estate prices, the home foreclosures, the fear of a looming deeper and longer recession and the worsening of job markets caused almost an unbearable level of anxiety among workers, manufacturers, homeowners and investors all over the world. A considerable amount of intellectual effort has been devoted to defining, measur-ing and preventing systemic risk. Various measures by governments all over the world also have been undertaken to prevent the reoccurrence of such near disaster. For example, in the US, Dodd-Frank Act established the Financial Stability Oversight Council (FSOC) to identify risks and suggest measures to prevent another financial crisis. Further, as mentioned in Sanchis [1] the UE set up a new regulatory framework to safeguard European financial stability is organised around two pillars the European Council of Systemic Risk (ECSR) which aims at macro prudential supervision; and, the European System of Financial Supervisors (ESFS) that is entrusted with micro prudential harmonisation, that is, to establish a network of national financial supervisors who will work closely with the new European Financial Supervisory Authorities Kautilya was the first economist, who had argued that maintenance of both peace and prosperity, to a large extent, depended on preparedness and that required foresightedness. This insight needs to be driven home since the new US administration is proposing to weaken the Dodd-Frank bill that had incorporated foresightedness for identifying threats to financial stability. Also, oversight without foresight would be sightless and consequently might be close to being useless. According to Kautilya, the decision-makers must be foresighted. Section 2 contains this discussion. For over two hundred years an economic system has been compared to a machine. Such comparison is inappropriate since parts of a machine do not negotiate with each other the terms and conditions of engagement and similarly, no part of a machine ever displays moral hazard or strategic behavior but people, who are the primary constituents of an economic system, do. Anyhow, such comparison was harmless, though inappropriate, to treat the baker, the barber and the butcher as parts of a machine but now it could be disastrous since it diverts attention away from the source of systemic risk. On the other hand, Kautilya believed that a kingdom or a system consisted of people (policy-makers and others) and things. Such characterization of a system allows a more meaningful analysis of systemic risk. Kautilya's ideas on economic system and systemic risk are discussed in Section 3.
Establishment of the FSOC is the step in the right direction since by adding oversight to complement the regulatory approach would reduce the probability of another financial crisis. Historically speaking, legislations creating FDIC and the unemployment compensation, to some extent, have stopped runs on otherwise healthy banks and helped the unemployed pay their bills. But these legislations have created the moral hazard problem. The depositors of small amounts do not feel the need to pay attention to the risky behavior of bankers and the unemployed do not feel the pressure to actively search for jobs 1 . Tax-payers   bailed-out the troubled Savings & Loan Associations during the 1980s and 1990s and the big financial institutions during the recent Great recession. That has created a built-in expectation that the tax-payers would bail-out if there were to be another financial crisis. Consequently, the shareholders and creditors, most 1 [13] Mark Egan, Ali Hortacsu, and Gregor Matvos (2017) remark, "Note that the market shares of insured deposits, which should be insensitive to distress, show no such relationship (panel B)." probably have become lax and not keen on guarding against the risky behavior of bankers and others. That is, it has become, in addition to FDIC and unemployment compensation, another case of moral hazard problem.
FSOC has been assigned the task of promoting market-discipline to eliminate such expectations, that is, to drive home the point that tax-payers would not come to their rescue. However, market discipline, most likely would be powerless in preventing another financial crisis 2 . Perhaps that was the most important lesson learnt from the great depression of the 1930s. Therefore, the issue at stake is the following: are FSOC's two objectives, promoting market discipline and prevention of another financial crisis, compatible with each other? Relevance of Kautilya's insights to answering this question is presented in Section 4.
Kautilya was not religious but was ethical and secular. He strongly believed in the link between good character and good behavior. The Spanish philosopher Ortega y Gasset emphasizes the importance of the circumstance in one's behaviour [2] . [3] Samuel Buell (2016) claims that situation and context are more relevant than a person's character in explaining his/her behavior. Similarly, [4] Eugene Soltes (2016) casts doubt on the link between good character and good behavior. He unknowingly, perhaps uses Adam Smith's concept of self-command to conclude that character was not important in explaining one's behavior. It is indicated that the concept of self-command is useless in dealing with greed or moral hazard, the underlying factor for committing majority of the white collar crimes. On the other hand, Kautilya's concept of self-discipline is most appropriate in controlling vices, such as greed, lust and moral hazard. Keeping that in view, he recommended ethical mooring of the children. This discussion is presented in Section 5. Final section contains some concluding observations.
Kautilya on the Role of Foresight
Kautilya was the first economist, who emphasized the critical role of foresightedness in preventing economic crisis. Kautilya's predecessors considered possession of foresight as a life saver. They wrote animal fables to teach the young to develop this component of wisdom. [5] Kautilya (p. 205) also warned a would-be adviser to the king as: "A wise man makes self-protection his first and constant concern (5.416.17)." However, he extended its role in many directions. If a ruler (CEO) did not foresee a threat, he would not be prepared to take any preventive or remedial measures. According to Kautilya, foresightedness was required in undertaking both preventive and remedial measures to handle a potential threat arising from an attack, occurrence of a famine or moral decay. He (p. 116) wrote, "In the interests of the prosperity of the country, a king should be diligent in fo-2 [14] Christoffer Koch, Gary Richardson and Patrick Van Horn (2016) conclude, "The changing behavior of money-center banks is consistent with the theoretical literature on the impact of too-bigto-fail policies and modern prudential policy initiatives, such as procyclical capital requirements and enhanced reliance on market discipline designed to offset moral hazard. Our findings further suggest that scholars and policy makers alike need to be realistic about the potential benefits of institutional and regulatory reforms. While the institutional framework of the 1920s induced money-center banks to hold excessive capital relative to risk, the United States and international financial systems still collapsed, aggravating the longest, deepest global downturn in modern history." reseeing the possibility of calamities, try to avert them before they arise, overcome those which happen, remove all obstructions to economic activity and prevent loss of revenue to the state (8.4 1) To identify risks to the financial stability of the United States that could arise from the material financial distress or failure, or ongoing activities, of large, interconnected bank holding companies or nonbank financial companies, or that could arise outside the financial services marketplace.
2) To respond to emerging threats to the stability of the US financial system.
3) To promote market discipline, by eliminating expectations on the part of shareholders, creditors, and counterparties of such companies that the US government will shield them from losses in the event of failure.
A few remarks are in order. Perhaps for the first time in US history, authorities appreciated the importance of foresight in identifying the threats to financial stability. Secondly, policy-makers realized the inadequacy of regulations and therefore, added oversight to complement regulations in reducing the probability of another financial crisis (see more in Section 3). That implies that Buell's concerns have been addressed 3 . Kautilya had emphasized that an adviser must have the "logical ability to foresee". However, members of the FSOC are not required to be foresighted.
Kautilya on an Economic System and Systemic Risk
Adam Smith compared an economic system to a machine and despite its inappropriateness, this metaphor has not lost its appeal 4 . For example, according to [6] Jean-Pierre Zigrand (2014), "A social system on the other hand must be functioning, or as Vining (1984) says, it must be a working thing, a machine functioning towards accomplishing an aim, an aim embedded in the principle of deductibility from the axiom of economicity. It may not be perfect, but it possesses some minimal requirements, not least consistency, coherence and an ongoing goal."
A few remarks are in order. First, an economic system consists of decision makers and things. Zigrand and others focus only on the things and leave out the people, who make policies, oversee, regulate and manage the things. That is, a mechanistic definition of an economic system leaves out its core, the people.
On the other hand, Kautilya focused primarily on people. He (p. 116) wrote, "It is the people who constitute a kingdom (7.11.24)." He listed seven elements or constituents of a state. According to him, these were i) the king, ii) councilors, ministers and other high officials, iii) public and the territory, iv) the fortified towns and cities, v) treasury, vi) army, and vii) allies, that is, a kingdom or an economic system consists of people and things 5 .
Secondly, a machine does not have any emergent properties. It has merely predictive and repetitive movements. Thirdly, a high degree of linkages among financial firms needs to be seen as a sign of high degree of specialization and of a vibrant economy and not merely as a propagating mechanism of systemic risk.
Further, "the deliberate ignorance of the systemic risk factors or the incapacity to signal the public that these factors are conducive to a certain 'academic moral hazard'", also matters Almost all the academicians and policy makers consider the characteristics, such as leverage, size, mismatch between the maturities of assets and liabilities, and asset prices etc., of the system as the source of the systemic risk. Accordingly, managing the characteristics through regulation and supervision is recommended to prevent another financial crisis and stress tests are carried out to diagnose its vulnerability. But that is a misdiagnosis of the source of systemic risk and unwarranted reliance on stress tests. Suppose a person has low hemoglobin, boosting it through an iron-rich diet or blood infusion may seem appropriate. 5 Samuel Buell (2016, p xii) remarks, "GM is a corporation. It does not think, it can't drive a car, and it can't even really be seen. It's an amalgam of people, factories, vehicles, images, and spread across the globe. GM is an idea as much as it is a thing." However, if hemoglobin is low due to blood cancer, these remedies would be only of temporary help and would not reduce the probability of a health disaster.
Similarly, if moral hazard problem is system-wide like the blood cancer, raising the capital requirement might seem appropriate but would not reduce the probability of a financial disaster. That means, moral hazard, not the characteristics, is the real source of the systemic risk. In other words, characteristics of the system depend on the character of the policy makers, bankers and hedge fund managers etc., implying that decision-makers' behavior is the real source of systemic risk. It is generally acknowledged that moral hazard problem is wide spread and the S & L loans crisis and the 2008 financial crisis may be attributed to it, implying so far as the source of systemic risk is concerned "too big to fail" is not that a big problem but ethical failing could be a very big problem cleanliness; freedom from malice; compassion and tolerance (1.13)."
However, "too big to fail" plays an important role in the propagation of systemic risk. Input-output matrices were constructed to trace the impact of a change in one industry on other industries. Until the oil shock of 1973, energy 6 Kautilya understood the concept of propagation. He (p. 634) wrote, "A small revolt in the rear outweighs a large gain in the front; for, when the king is not there, a small revolt in the rear may be worsened by the anger of the people or by traitors, enemies and jungle tribes. If this happens, a large gain in front, even if actually obtained, will be eaten up by the subjects, allies, losses and expenses. Therefore, a king shall not undertake a campaign when the gain in front is [less than] a thousand times the likely loss due to a revolt in the rear or, at least, a hundred times the loss. A well-known proverb is: 'Misfortunes are, [in the beginning] no longer than the point of a needle' (9.3)." [15] Markus K. Brunnermeier and Martin Oehmke (2012): "For the more recent housing bubble, the triggering event seems clearer. Blame is usually laid on the subprime mortgage market that began to turn sour in late 2006. However, the subprime market constituted only about 4% of the overall mortgage market. This leads to the question, how can such "small" news cause so much damage? And how can a crisis that originates in the subprime mortgage market propagate across so many sectors of the economy?" 
Relevance of Kautilya's Insights to Preventing Financial Crisis
Indifference curves are convex to the origin if both the commodities are goods, that is, more the better. If one is good like a return on an asset and the other is bad like the risk on the asset, the indifference curves are positively sloped. Businesses consider both oversight and regulations as bads, that is, lower the better, implying concave indifference curves, such as ARB curve in Figure 1 . Secondly, if they have a choice, would prefer either of them but not a combination of them.
That is, Point A or B being on a lower Iso-probability curve touching at point T (not shown to avoid cluttering), would be preferred to point R, which is on a higher indifference curve. However, from a policy perspective, a combination of both oversight and regulation would be more effective in preventing another financial crisis. Why? Since policies, if restricted only to the regulatory approach, would have serious limitations. First, rules and regulations are usually reactive dealing with to fix past problems and not proactive to prevent future ones. Secondly, note that an ant will succeed in finding a crack even in a magnificent building 7 In due course, construction of a larger Matrix may be desirable. Figure 1 . P 1 , P 2 , and P 3 are the Iso-probability curves. Each Iso-probability curve indicates the various combinations of oversight and regulations required for achieving a certain level of probability for preventing a financial crisis.
like Taj Mahal. If you fill one it will find another. Similarly, some individuals within a short period of time would succeed in discovering loopholes in the laws and start exploiting them (known as regulatory arbitrage). However, DoddFrank legislation has established FSOC to "identify" and "respond" to emerging threats to the stability of the US financial system. That removes the deficiencies of the regulatory approach.
As an illustration, suppose the probability of preventing a financial crisis with regulations only P 1 = 0.85. If both regulation and supervision were introduced, probability would increase to P 2 =0.95. That means any repeal or weakening of Dodd-Frank legislation would raise the probability of a financial crisis. This is the risk we face now with its possible reversal by the new US administration. The This is indicated by a shift of the initial Iso-probability curve P 2 to P 1 . That is, probability of preventing crisis would decline over time. That is, given the predominantly amoral environment, reliance on oversight or regulations or their combination, most probably would not prevent another financial crisis. On the other hand, ethical grounding is the most effective and reliable tool that could motivate individuals not to waste energy in discovering and exploiting loopholes. Kautilya (p. 142) wrote, "Government by Rule of Law, which alone can guarantee security of life and welfare of the people, is, in turn, dependent on the self-discipline of the king (1.5)." With ethical grounding, over time the Iso-probability curve would shift upwards to P 3 , that is, the probability of preventing a financial crisis would increase. That is, if ethical conduct also were added to regulation and supervision, probability of prevention, most likely would be P 3 = 0.999, that is, financial crisis would be almost non-existent.
Kautilya on Definition and Building of Good Character
Kautilya, like his predecessors, had a very comprehensive understanding of the concept of good character. According to him, good character meant practicing the dharmic (ethical) duties (mentioned above), such as non-violence, compassion, tolerance, truthfulness and freedom from malice and having self-discipline, which meant conquering six enemies "lust, anger, greed, conceit, arrogance and foolhardiness". The objective was to promote positive externalities and reduce negative ones. He believed good character would lead to good behavior. Table 1 presents his views on this relationship.
On the other hand, [11] Adam Smith (TMS, IV.2.8, p 189) wrote, "Self-command, in the same manner, by which we restrain our present appetites, in order to gratify them more fully upon another occasion, is approved of, as much under the aspect of propriety, as under that of utility….The spectator does not feel the solicitations of our present appetites. To him the pleasure which we are to enjoy a week hence, or a year hence, is just as interesting as that which we are to enjoy this moment."
The Impartial Spectator would not discount the future utility, implying ab- 
Conclusions
Kautilya's Arthashastra is a manual on engineering prosperity and preventing crisis. Under the current environment in which heavy emphasis is put on materialism, it is unrealistic to expect people not to exploit loopholes or not harm through their amoral and immoral behavior 11 . However, according to Kautilya, ethical grounding of children was possible.
Stress test is used to diagnose heart failure, a physical condition, not moral failure, which is a primary source of systemic risk. That is, the stress test is not a reliable guide to predicting financial crisis. This paper's major limitation is that it focused only on US since the recent financial crisis originated from its financial institutions and still poses threats to world financial stability. However, incorporation of European experiences and policies could significantly enrich the 9 Development of Self-Command: According to Smith (TMS III.22, p. 145), "When it is old enough to go to school, or to mix with its equals, it soon finds that they have no such indulgent partiality. It naturally wishes to gain their favour, and to avoid their hatred or contempt. Regard even to its own safety teaches it to do so; and it soon finds that it can do so in no other way than by moderating, not only its anger, but all its other passions, to the degree which its play-fellows and companions are likely to be pleased with. It thus enters into the great school of self-command, it studies to be more and more master of itself, and begins to exercise over its own feelings a discipline which the practice of the longest life is very seldom sufficient to bring to complete perfection." First, if it was that automatic and easy to develop self-command, there would be no need to pass legislation to stop bullying in schools or to install metal detectors in many schools. Secondly, socially meaningful role of self-command is to conquer greed but that is left out, implying it serves no purpose.
analysis.
Former Fed Chairman Ben Bernanke had repeatedly expressed his concerns about the potential impact of the recent Great recession as: "What was clear to me was that we were at tremendous risk for another Great Depression. If the financial system collapsed, it would bring down everything. It wouldn't just be folks on Wall Street who would be suffering, but it would be people in the heartland who would also be hit." That implies that systemic risk could end up as systematic risk. Therefore, it is desirable to explore their relationship to each other and not study them separately as currently done by [12] Barro and Ursua (2012) and Zigrand (2014) 12 .
